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Swiss Government Purchase 
of F-35A Fighter Jet Reveals 
Critical Flaws in U.S. Air Force 
Decision to Buy F-15EX
John Venable

The Swiss government evaluated four 
fighters and rated the F-35A well above 
all others in performance, interoperability, 
and, surprisingly, cost.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

The Swiss evaluation found the F-35A to 
cost $2.16 billion less to acquire, operate, 
and sustain than even the F/A-18, which 
costs far less than the F-15EX.

The u.S. Congress should direct an inde-
pendent study to determine objective 
costs for acquisition, operations, and 
sustainment for the F-35A and F-15EX.

On June 30, 2021, the Swiss Federal Coun-
cil announced that it will recommend the 
procurement of 36 Lockheed Martin F-35A 

aircraft for Switzerland’s next fighter. The decision 
follows a multi-year competition on the performance, 
acquisition, and sustainment costs for four differ-
ent fighters.

While the combat capability of this fifth-genera-
tion fighter towered above all others, the notoriously 
precise Swiss also determined that Lockheed Martin’s 
entry beat out all others in price. The Swiss evalua-
tion found that over the jet’s 30-year operational 
life, the F-35A was $2.16 billion less expensive to 
acquire, operate, and sustain than the Eurofighter, 
the Rafale, and even the F/A-18E/F—a jet that costs 
$13.6 million less to acquire than a baseline, non-com-
bat-capable F-15EX.

http://www.heritage.org
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While the Swiss government’s selection will certainly influence similar 
fighter competitions in Canada and Finland, Switzerland’s objective cost 
assessment also reveals serious questions for the U.S. Air Force’s decision 
to acquire the F-15EX. Congress should initiate and fund an independent 
review of the acquisition, operations, and sustainment costs for the F-15EX 
and the F-35A, including every additional onboard system that is required 
to make them operationally viable against a peer threat and reveal those 
costs to the American people.

The Swiss government began a formal competition for its new fighter, 
known as Air2030 New Fighter Jet Competition or simply Air2030, in 
spring 2018. That summer, the Swiss government sent a request for 
price quotations to five manufacturers: Airbus for the Eurofighter, Das-
sault for the French Rafale, SAAB for Sweden’s Gripen E, Boeing for the 
F/A-18E/F, and Lockheed Martin for the F-35A.1 SAAB notified the Swiss 
government that it would not submit a quote for the Gripen E because 
the jet would not be operational in time to meet the flight test schedule,2 
which reduced the competition to the Eurofighter, the Rafale, the F/A-
18E/F, and the F-35A.

The evaluation was a multi-step process that included an assessment of 
the original quotations, an evaluation of weapons system effectiveness, as 
well as the acquisition and operating costs for each fighter.3 Effectiveness 
was evaluated through a weighted combination of operational capability 
(55 percent), ease of maintenance (25 percent), cooperation (10 percent), 
and direct compensations or offsets (10 percent). All four jets went through 
ground and in-flight tests from May to July 2019, followed by a final request 
for “best offer” proposals.

The Swiss Federal Council determined through the competition 
that all four candidates met the Air2030 requirements, however, the 
lone stealth fighter (F-35A) was the absolute standout. Through the 
competition’s grading process, the F-35A received 336 points, with 
the next nearest candidate scoring 241 points—72 percent of the 
F-35A score.

The only area in which the Lockheed Martin entry did not top all others 
was in “offsets”—meeting the requirement for the submitting corporation 
to make a direct investment in the Swiss economy of 60 percent of the 
order’s total value. That issue aside, the Swiss evaluation team found the 
F-35A to hold a pronounced technological lead over the other candidates, 
and that its “novel, very powerful and comprehensively networked systems” 
enabled pilots to have more situational awareness than the other candidate 
platforms in all mission areas.4
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The Swiss determined the F-35A to be the most survivable platform, 
with every surface area, every component, and every emitting subsystem 
designed from the ground up to make it very difficult for other weapon 
systems to detect.

The stealth fighter also achieved the highest rating for product support 
for efficient maintenance and the security of parts supply throughout the 
jet’s projected 30-year service life. The Swiss evaluators attributed this, 
at least in part, to the fact that the F-35A will be employed by the largest 
number of countries in Europe than the other competitors—a fact that also 
made it the top pick for cooperation and opportunities to collaborate with 
other countries.

While the F-35A’s effectiveness or technological edge may not surprise 
many in the fighter community, the Swiss assessment of the jet’s cost was 
enlightening.

The Swiss found the F-35A to be around 2 billion Swiss francs ($2.16 
billion5) less expensive to acquire, sustain, and operate than the best of 
the other three fighters over the life of the system. That includes Boeing’s 
F/A-18E/F, a fighter that costs $74.1 million6 to purchase in fiscal year (FY) 
2021—roughly $4.5 million less than a fully combat-capable F-35A costs.7 
But that is before the Super Hornet is fitted with the additional pods and 
equipment required for it to fly in combat.

While the Swiss cost assessment should shape the ongoing fighter com-
petitions in other countries, its impact on the establishment here in the 
United States should be profound—particularly in light of radically different 
F-35A cost assessments made by the Secretary of Defense’s Office of Cost 
Assessment and Program Evaluation (CAPE) and the U.S. Air Force. These 
assessments made the F-15EX appear to be markedly cheaper to fly and to 
operate than the F-35A.

In FY 2021, the Air Force lists the cost of an F-15EX at $87.7 mil-
lion8—$13.6 million more than a non-combat-capable Super Hornet, 
and $9.1 million more than a fully combat-equipped F-35A. However, 
CAPE and the Air Force failed to include the additional equipment 
that the F-15EX requires to make it combat-capable. When adding in 
the electronic countermeasures suite the Air Force is purchasing for 
the F-15EX “on the side,” and the pods that enable it to fly and employ 
in combat, the price of the jet jumps to $101.1 million—$22.5 million 
(29 percent) more than a combat-ready F-35A.9 That figure excludes 
the additional costs to operate, maintain, and sustain those sub-sys-
tems—costs that should have been factored into the cost per flying hour 
of the F-15EX.
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How could the Swiss determine that even the F/A-18E/F was more expen-
sive to acquire, operate, and sustain when the collective wisdom within 
the U.S. Defense Department has determined that the F-15EX is a better 
buy than the F-35A? While unlikely, particularly given the rigorous Swiss 
selection process, perhaps the Swiss made a grave mistake in their calcu-
lations—errantly selecting a more expensive system over the other three 
entrants. Or, maybe it was the fact that their review was completely inde-
pendent—unbiased by U.S. politics and internal U.S. Defense Department 
prejudices that allowed the F-35A to out-compete the others.

Either way, the findings from Air2030 should serve as a wake-up call 
for CAPE and the U.S. Air Force, and as a call to action for Congress to 
make a closer, and more transparent, appraisal of the real costs associ-
ated with both the F-35A and the F-15EX. Congress should review the 
real costs of both programs and, should the findings be in line with those 
of the Swiss assessment, amend future year fighter acquisitions to give 
the warfighter the best possible equipment at the most economical price 
for the taxpayer.

Recommendations for Congress

To provide effective oversight of fighter acquisitions, Congress should:

 l Use the 2022 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) to 
direct an independent study to determine the total acquisition costs 
for the F-35A and the F-15EX, to include all internal subsystems and 
external pods required to execute the jet’s primary mission against a 
peer threat.

 l Direct an independent study within the 2022 NDAA to deter-
mine the total cost per flying hour (TCPFH) for the F-35A and 
the F-15EX, to include all internal subsystems and external pods, and 
their maintenance and sustainment costs required to execute the jet’s 
primary mission against a peer threat.

 l Employ the results of the 2022 NDAA directed-total-acquisition 
study and the TCPFH study to codify into law all items to be 
included in the acquisition cost and TCPFH calculations for 
manned and unmanned fighters, attack and reconnaissance platforms, 
and the internal subsystems and external pods required to execute 
their primary mission against a peer threat.
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Conclusion

An independent study by the Swiss Federal Council determined that the 
F-35A fighter is significantly more effective and less costly to acquire, oper-
ate, and sustain than the F/A-18E/F (which itself is significantly cheaper to 
acquire and operate than the F-15EX). The stark contrast between the Swiss 
findings on the F-35A, and the costs attributed to the F-35A—and not to the 
F-15EX—by the U.S. Defense Department are troubling. Congress should 
commission an independent body to determine the real acquisition, oper-
ational, and sustainment costs for both the F-35A and the F-15EX. Should 
the study prove to be in line with the Swiss assessment, Congress should 
amend future fighter acquisitions to give the warfighter the best possible 
equipment at the most economical price for the taxpayer.

John Venable is a Senior Research Fellow for Defense Policy in the Center for National 

Defense, of the Kathryn and Shelby Cullom Davis Institute for National Security and 

Foreign Policy, at The Heritage Foundation. He is a graduate of the U.S. Air Force Fighter 

Weapons Instructor Course with more than 3,300 hours in the F-16C and a veteran of 

three combat operations.
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